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The exclusive intraoral sensor with technology CMOS ready to help you simplify your work

Size 1
ideal for standard examinations, with a sensitive (active) area of 30 x 20 mm 

ACTIVE AREA               30 x 20 mm (size 1) 
                                           33 x 25 mm (size 2) 
PIXEL SIZE                       20 x 20 μm 
NUMBER OF PIXEL      1500 x 1000 (size 1) 
                                           1650 x 1250 (size 2)  
DISTANCE BETWEEN PIXELS  20 μm 
SPATIAL RESOLUTION   20 lp/mm typ 
DYNAMIC RANGE   58 dB 
SCINTILLATOR TYPE   Csl 
CONNECTION TO PC   USB 2 (A type) cable 2 mt
SUPPLY VOLTAGE   5 A DC from USB 
MAX ABSORBED CURRENT  275 mA 
FRAME RAT    0.7 fps 
DARK CURRENT TYPICAL 23°C 350LSB/s 
SATURATION DOSE (@70 Kv)  340 μm 
SENSITIVITY    15 LSM/μGy 
XRAY RESPONSE   30% 
NON UNIFORMITY XRNU   
DEGREE OF PROTECTION  Equivalent to IP67 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE  0 to 35°C
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SOFTWARE Deep View®
Deep View® is a dynamic, intuitive 
software that guides the user 
through its practical content by 
rapidly highlighting its essential 
functions. Deep View® can be used 
by several medical professionals 
at the same time, because the 
networking system has a capacity of 
to 10 users at any given time.

HARDWARE
4GB RAM, USB 2.0 interface, CPU 
Intel i5-2520 2.5 GHz or superior, 
Windows XP (SP3) / 7 (32/64 bit 
SP1) / 8 (64 bit). Graphics 1024x768 
ris. 65000 color min.

MADE IN ITALY



Size 2
with a sensitive area of 33 x 25 mm, for tasks that require a larger active surface.

Practical and productive IMAGEN SENSOR becomes operative immediately.
It captures high-quality images in real time, making X-ray film a thing of the past.
It saves time, thanks to the high-speed data trans- mission and how easy it is connect.
It makes dental records easier to manage and prolongs their useful life.
Images can be stored on a PC, saving both space and time. Easy to install, handle and transport.

High-definition digital images
The efficacy of a diagnostic tool able to identify a patient’s condition or diseases he/she 
may have depends both on the experience of medical professionals and on the working 
tools used to support their knowledge. Our intraoral sensor produces perfect, top-quality 
images with excellent resolution (20 Ip/mm). Both accurate picture of the teeth to be treated.


